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ABSTRACT 

In addition to the challenges of multiphase flow simulation, vaporization phenomena involve important discontinuities 

of velocity and temperature gradients at the interface. These jumps are crucial to properly tackle the hydrodynamics 

and thermodynamics of boiling. In this work, we focus on the velocity jump that is computed within a Continuous 

Surface Force Approach along with a Level Set method. After presenting the model, two benchmarks are presented to 

validate the efficiency of the method to model the hydrodynamics of film boiling. Comparison is made between the 

simulations and experimental observations, showing that a laminar approach enable to capture the main features of a 

vertical film boiling. Then, this method is enriched with a thermal model working in saturated conditions. This complete 

formulation is used to investigate a 2D film boiling benchmark, validating at the same time the method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Quenching processes involve several complex physical phenomena, among which boiling. 

Regarding the high temperatures involved, the diversity of sizes and geometries of quenched parts, 

the comprehension of the whole process is still a challenge. Academics are very active and 

collaborate with the industry to overcome this, for example with abacus, physical dimensioning and 

simulations [1–3]. A special interest is taken for boiling, which governs the heat transfer. Drasticity 

experiments can lead to first arguments on the interaction between the fluid and the solid [4–7]. 

Physical arguments based on boiling modes advanced by Nukiyama [8] explain general features of 

all experimental observations. But more precise arguments are needed to predict properly the main 

aspects of heat exchanges, such as the Leidenfrost temperature, the critical temperature, and the 

relationships between these parameters and the fluid properties, temperature, convection or the 

geometry of the quenched part [9–13]. Correlations are a way to describe these parameters without 

exactly knowing the precise physics beyond [14, 15]. But all these approaches are limited by their 

lack of universality of correlations or the difficulty to seize all aspects of the physics due to 

experimental constrains. 

 

 This is the reason why numerical simulation has been investigated to bring a deeper 

comprehension on the physics of quenching and especially on boiling. Pioneer works were done at 

the beginning of the century to simulate two-phase flows with phase change in 2D [16–19]. A 
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majority of the studies on boiling simulations were done with Level Set (LS) or Volume Of Fluid 

(VOF) methods which are preferred for their simplicity of implementation. Concerning the VOF 

method, models and correlations are usually employed to tackle the lack of precision regarding the 

interface position [16, 20–22]. Concerning the LS method, this has the ability to precisely capture 

the interface, however demanding higher computational costs [23–25]. 

 

 The latter method is considered in this work, associated with the Continuous Surface Force 

approach. It has been shown to bring stability to multiphase flow solvers for a simple 

implementation [26–28] even though it can lack of precision in specific cases [29]. In addition to 

this, there is a need to develop a proper model to account for the expansion during phase change due 

to density gaps. 

 

 The present works is based on a numerical framework developed by Hachem et al. [30]. The 

presented method highly builds upon developments made by Khalloufi et al. [25]. To reduce the 

computational time in prevision of future cases, it is coupled with a remeshing algorithm [31]. 

 

 In Section 2, the Level Set and the phase change modeling adapted for the framework of the 

Continuous Surface Force are presented. In Section 3, two benchmarks are presented to validate the 

presented method. In Section 4, the addition of thermal solver and a benchmark enhancing the 

performances of the full method are presented. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL SOLVER 

The fluid motion is governed by the Navier Stokes equations. Fluids are considered incompressible, 

as the studied velocities are well below the speed of sound. The lagrangian one phase formulation 

reads:  

 {
 ⃗⃗      

 (
  ⃗ 

  
     ⃗⃗   )    ⃗⃗     ⃗⃗  (   ̇(  ))     

 , (1) 

where    is the velocity field,   is the pressure field,  ̇ is the strain rate tensor,    is the gravity field, 

  is the density of the fluid, and   is the dynamic viscosity 

 

 For quenching processes, phase change is considered, involving two-phase flows. This entails a 

need to account for an identification of each phase, effects on the liquid vapor interface, and phase 

change consideration. In the first place, the rate of surface mass transfer between liquid and vapor is 

considered to be known, and no energy effects are considered. 

2.1 The Level Set formalism 

The Level Set formalism is used to identify each phase. The signed distance function (   )     

describes the interface   between the two phases:  

  (   )  {

 (   )                    

  (   )                   

                  

, (2) 

Practically, the property of distance is lost when the LS is convected, so a reinitialization technique 

is used. The standard DRT reinitialization is chosen for its simplicity of use [32], and is applied 

once every a few time iteration. The LS also has the property to have a gradient equal to the normal 

of the interface. To avoid errors due to the convection, this gradient is normalized and  ⃗  is defined 

as   ⃗⃗     ⃗⃗   . 
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 The associated characteristic function      is used as a color function. To avoid numerical 

instabilities, an interface thickness    is considered, and    is smoothed as followed:  

    {

        
 

 
(  
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))          

         

, (3) 

This allows us to identify both phases and determine the characteristics of a fluid particle regarding 

the characteristics of the two phases:        (    )  . Another useful toll is the smoothed 

Dirac function       defined as the derivative of     with respect to  :  

    {
          

 

  
(     (

  

 
))          

, (4) 

This function enables us to model surface terms as volume terms to be integrated in the Navier-

Stokes equations.  

2.2 Continuous description of phase change 

The vector  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  defines the surface mass change. It is normal to the interface, its norm defines the 

local intensity of the phase change and its direction indicates condensation of vaporization. The 

mass change is spread through the interface thanks to the Dirac distribution    [33]. Over an 

infinitesimal volume    the local infinitesimal mass transfer rate    ̇  is: 

    ̇  ( ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗   ⃗⃗  )    , (5) 

 ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  is then orthogonal to the interface, assuming that there is no sliding at the interface.  

3.1.1  The new mass conservation equation 

Such modeling of the mass transfer rate entails the following new source term for the mass 

conservation equation:  

  ⃗⃗     (
 

  
 

 

  
) ( ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗   ⃗⃗  )  , (6) 

where the subscripts   and   refer to vapor and liquid. 

3.1.1  The new Level Set convection equation 

The Level Set is convected thanks to the velocity field added with a correction term to account for 

the mass transfer at the interface and the change of density:  

 
  

  
 (   

 

    
 ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ )   ⃗⃗    , (7) 

2.3 Governing equations  

Following the work of [33], the surface tension can be modeled thanks to a continuous surface force 

approach:  

    ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗       ⃗⃗  , (8) 

 

with   being the surface tension coefficient and   the curvature. 

 

 Integrating this term to the momentum equation, and considering the other modified equations, 

the final mathematical system reads:  
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with   and   determined by the following mixing laws: 

 {
       (    )  
       (    )  

, (10) 

2.4 Numerical implementation 

The following equations are solved via a Finite Element Method. The raw weak formulation does 

not guarantee that the resolution of this formulation with a Galerkin method converges to a proper 

solution. Important restrictions on the mesh size and the time step are imposed for this formulation 

to be stable. To avoid such constraints, the Virtual Multi Scale (VMS) is a solution to overcome this 

difficulty. The VMS method consists in modeling the small scale effects that are not taken into 

account due to the discrete nature of the formulation. Variations that exist at scales smaller than the 

mesh size are solved in a dedicated equation. Results of this resolution are injected back into the 

large scale equation through stabilization terms. The stabilized weak formulation without phase 

change can be found in [30]. The addition of the mass transfer rate only changes the residual of all 

equations, ads few source terms to all equations, and modifies the convection velocity of the Level 

Set convection equation. However the general idea of the VMS stabilization developed in [30] still 

applies. Further details of this methods and details on the parameters settings are available in [30, 

34]. 

 

 All the numerical methods are achieved using an unstructured mesh through the CIMLib 

library. When needed, it is refined anisotropically at the interface using the gradient of the 

hyperbolic tangent of the level set. Each mesh is adapted under the constraint of a fixed, case-

dependent number of edges. Most of the time, the adaptation process reduces to the addition of 

nodes locally in the vicinity of the interface. The near-wake region being accurately captured, the 

rest of the elements keep the same background size that increases with the distance via three 

successive refinement steps. 

3. APPLICATION OF THE MULTIPHASE FLOW SOLVER 

The formulation without phase change have already been tested on several benchmarks [33]. The 

integration of the phase change terms (that exists only for non zero  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) has however to be tested on 

a dedicated benchmark. 

3.1 A 2D benchmark: constant vaporization of a plane interface  

The simplest test that can be done is the convection of a planar interface with a fixed mass transfer: 

the vapor is stuck at one border of a domain, and the extension due to phase change forces the 

pushed liquid to escape at the other side of the domain. 

 

 The liquid dynamic viscosity    is set to                and the vapor dynamic viscosity    

is set to                (the physical values of water and vapor at saturation temperature under 

atmospheric pressure). The liquid density    is set to            , whereas the value of the vapor 

density    is computed from the ratio         that is set to 4 differents values gathered in table 1. 

 ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  is also set to different values so that the interface velocity   ⃗⃗⃗    ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗     is fixed. 
 

Density,   (kg/m
3
) 500 50 5 0.5 

Mass transfer, | ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ | (kg/(m
2
.s) 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 

 

Table 1:  Density and mass transfer values for every cases 
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 The test is carried out for a square mesh of size       , whose mesh size is fixed from 

         to         . The time step is fixed accordingly to have a constant CFL number of 

   , the considered velocity being   ⃗⃗⃗  . The interface starts at position         . The mixing 

length   is set to        for every case. Moreover, no reinitialization is carried out, showing that 

the correction through  ⃗⃗    is relevant and even sufficient for such simple cases. 

 

 Velocity and pressure fields for the configuration     with the finest grid are plotted in 

Figure 1. 

 
(a): Computed velocity profile 

 
(b): Computed pressure profile 

 

Figure 1: Velocity and pressure fields for the configuration     with the finest grid           . The 

jum        m                   m w  k        CSF              l           l  g   2ε. 

 

 

 The velocity jump is properly computed and is close to the analytical value. As for the pressure 

jump, in this configuration no surface tension forces are in play, and normal viscous stresses are 

negligible. Thus, the pressure jump reads ⟦ ⟧   ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⟦  ⟧  ⟦
 

 
⟧  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  , whose analytical value 

         is coherent with the computed one. 

 

 A mesh convergence analysis is carried out. Comparison between the interface position and the 

analytical solution are plotted in Figure 2, along with the convergence analysis in Figure 3. The 

convergence order is around 1.66, the model is working well, and the smooth formulation does not 

bring any numerical error for such conditions. 

3.2 A 3D benchmark: vertical film boiling  

The formulation is applied on a more complex case: vertical boiling. This is inspired by the 

experiment of Vijaykumar et al. [11, 12]. They studied the hydrodynamics of the film, and 

especially the interface perturbations with measuring the wave length, amplitude and rising 

velocities. This work aims at reproducing the general behavior of the film in the saturated case for 

      overheating. With velocities of the order of magnitude of         and a characteristic length 

of         (the solid plate height), this entails a Reynolds of 10
5
 in the liquid phase. This would 

require a huge amount of computational resources as well as a profound stabilization of the scheme. 

This is due to the perturbations that bring up the liquid at high velocities. This hydrodynamics is 

quite fine to capture. Thus, as a first approach, we will try to simulate a laminar representation of 

the flow, with a boosted viscosity in the vapor domain. The film will be more stable, thus 

diminishing the shear stress at the interface of the water. The objective is here to determine whether 

it is possible to recover the two main features of the flow, which are the global uprising vapor flow 

velocity, and the mean film thickness. 
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(a):     

 
(b):      

 
(c):       

 
(d):        

 

Figure 2: Comparison of the position of the convected interfaces for different ratio values and mesh sizes. 

 

 

 
(a):     

 
(b):      

 
(c):       

 
(d):        

 

Figure 3: Convergence analysis over the interface position mean error for different ratio values. 
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 From the results of Vijaykumar et al [11], the saturated       overheating case shows a vapor 

wave velocity of           with a maximum film thickness of           . However profiles 

of waves for saturated cases are not detailed, so an estimation of the mean thickness       is 

needed. The velocity of vapor wave is assumed to be equal to the vapor rising velocity, as every 

vapor bulk seems to be quite independent of others. In saturated conditions, the heat is almost fully 

converted in phase change. The rest of the heat is used to warm up the vapor. The latent heat of 

vaporization of the fluid   is one order of magnitude higher than      , and most of the vapor does 

not reach the solid temperature. Thus considering the equality      ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  is a reasonable 

approximation,    being the mean heat flux. In [12], the observed heat flux is around           

leading to a mean value of                 for the mean mass transfer.       can be estimated 

through a balance of mass escaping from the top of the solid thanks to the vapor rising velocity: 

       
 ̇ 

   
, (11) 

This leads to           , which is an order of magnitude less than     : to consider the waves 

as purely 2D sinusoidal would have been a mistake. 

 

 To assess the value of the boosted viscosity    , we consider that the shear stress in the vapor 

film is balancing the hydrostatic pressure. The shear stress gradient scales as       
 , and the 

pressure gradient as   . This leads to an equivalent viscosity:        
   . The resulting 

equivalent viscosity is            . This value will be used for the viscosity of the vapor. As no 

thermal aspects are considered, the mass transfer is set according to the desired mean heat flux. 

However, the local heat flux is not homogeneous, and heat fluxes are more intense where the vapor 

film is thinner. It is supposed to scale in      (the inverse of the film thickness). Thus, the  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ profile 

is computed according to a     law. Then it is integrated overt the whole surface to recover the 

effective mean heat flux that is used as a corrective term for the final  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  local value, ensuring the 

    law as well as the mean heat flux value from the experiment. 

 

 Properties of the fluid are those of water and liquid, except for the vapor viscosity for which we 

use the equivalent viscosity determined upward (see table 1). 
 

 
Density, 

  (kg/m
3
) 

Viscosity, 

  (Pa.s) 

Liquid 958 2.80×10
-4

 

Vapor 0.597 3×10
-3

 

 

Table 2:  Density and viscosity values for every phase. 

 

 

 The calculus is set on a domain that is believed to reproduce the test bench of 1992, that is a 

box of                     with a solid plate of surface               . The mesh is 

composed of 500,000  unstructured elements and is refined at the interface up to a mesh size of 

        . The time step is set to       . 
 

 Visualizations of the interface profile at different time steps are plotted in Figure 4. First, the 

film waves maintain a 2D aspect due to the laminar modeling of the vapor flow. The wave length is 

also bigger than the experimental ones, also due to the laminar effect. The mean film thickness is 

around     , thus a little bigger than the one used for the computation of    . However, the order 

of magnitude is preserved. As for the mean velocity, the estimated value is           , which is a 

little lower than the experimental value. However, the order of magnitude is also preserved, 

confirming the validity of the laminar modeling. 
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(a):      

  
(b):         

  
(c):        

  
(d):         

  
(e):      

 

Figure 4: Interface profiles at different time steps for the 3D vertical film boiling benchmark. 

 

 Let us now try to assess the heat flux related to this flow thanks to two simple estimations, 

through the calculation of the Nusselt number.  

    
   

 
 , (12) 

with   the heat transfer coefficient and    the characteristic dimension of the problem. It is here 

taken as the inverse of the critical wave number of the Rayleigh Taylor instabilities: 

    √
 

(     ) 
 , (13) 

The first estimation relies on a hypothesis of pure diffusion, meaning that the local heat flux is 

inversely proportional to the local vapor film thickness  . The heat transfer coefficient       

         is then only the ratio     , leading to a Nusselt: 

        
       

  
 
  

 
 , (14) 

 

 Another assessment is to add convective effects due to the inner vapor velocity inside the film. 

A possible estimation of this effect can be set thanks to the Peclet number: 

        (    )       , (15) 

the Peclet number being defined as: 

    
      ̅̅ ̅

 
 , (16) 

It enhances the importance of convection over conduction,    ̅ being the mean tangential velocity 

inside the vapor film.   ̅ can be estimated from the solid surface   thanks to the tangential velocity 

gradient, considering that the tangential vapor flow behaves as a Poiseuille flow: 

  ̅   
 

 
|
   ⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

  ⃗ 
|
   
 , (17) 

It is interesting to notice that the vapor mean velocity computed thanks to this estimation leads to a 

value of           , which is close to the first computation, meaning this model of a Poiseuille 

flow is quite reliable. 

 

 The estimation of the Nusselt number compared to the experimental one is plotted on Figure 5. 

We observed that the experimental value is framed by the two estimations. It is expected that the 

conductive model underestimates the heat flux, as velocities in play are quite important. As for the 

conducto-convective model, it overestimates the Nusselt by a factor 4. This is not so surprising as it 

is based on the assumption that the energy is fully transformed into vapor heating. Thus a volume of 

vapor flowing on the surface is necessarily a newly created volume. It entails that the vapor should 

instantly transport the extracted heat far from the solid by vanishing off the solid surface. However 

here the upper part of the solid is partially covered by vapor that has already absorbed heat from 

below, meaning that the removed heat is counted more than once. Regarding all these default, the 

two models still are not so bad as the scale of magnitude is somehow respected. At least it shows 

once again the relevance of the laminar modeling associated with these estimations. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the Nusselt over the time between the simulations and the experimental value. The 

purely conductive and the conducto-convective estimations are plotted in blue. 

 

4. APPLICATION OF THE MULTIPHASE FLOW SOLVER 

4.1 Implementation of the temperature convection diffusion equation  

We now complete the model with the consideration of energy conservation. Thermal energy 

variations are assumed to be several orders of magnitude above other forms of energy, and viscous 

dissipation is considered small in regard to the heat fluxes in play. With this consideration, the 

energy conservation can be modeled by the convection diffusion equation applied on the 

temperature field. The source term due to phase change also needs to be integrated. The formalism 

of the Continuous Surface Force approach allows integrating it in the energy conservation equation 

as a volume source term:  

    (
  

  
     ⃗⃗  )   ⃗⃗  (  ⃗⃗  )  [  (       )(      )]( ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗   ⃗⃗  )  , (18) 

where   is the fluid temperature,   the fluid conductivity and    the fluid specific heat capacity. 

 

 Now that the energy conservation is solved, the correct computation of  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  can be done. The 

mass transfer is driven by thermodynamics that motivates the interface to be at thermodynamical 

equilibrium. Considering the bill of heat flux from both sides of the interface, the remaining 

available energy is then fully used for phase change. However, the remaining lack of knowledge on 

transient thermodynamics of phase change generally leads to the need of assumptions to set a 

coherent model. In this work, we consider that the thermodynamics equilibrium is always 

maintained, thus interface is set to       , temperature of thermodynamics equilibrium at 

atmospheric pressure (the effect of the hydrostatic pressure is neglected). The   ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  is then computed 

regarding the available energy, computed by the Heat Flux Jump Computation  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗  [   ⃗⃗     ⃗   

   ⃗⃗     ⃗ ]  that reduces  ̇ ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃗⃗     ⃗    in saturated cases. This formulation in addition to the source 

term in the energy conservation equation theoretically maintains the interface temperature at     . 
 

 To be consistent regarding the mixing laws of every parameter, a choice is made to consider 

that    is a volume ratio. This entails the mixing law of    . For the mixing law of  , a harmonic 

average mean is used following the recommendations of former studies [35, 36] : 

 {
            (    )     

 

 
 
  

  
 
    

  

, (19) 

As it is done for the momentum and mass conservation equations, it is solved via a Finite Element 

Method along with the VMS method. A complete description of the weak formulation can be found 

in [37] except for the source term that shall be added. 
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4.2 Application on the 2D saturated horizontal film boiling benchmark  

The 2D saturated film boiling benchmark consists of a horizontal plane solid heated at a constant 

temperature        superior to the saturation temperature      of the fluid place above. Thus, the 

liquid vaporizes. The liquid vapor interface is assumed to remain at Tsat, thus the liquid never 

touches the solid, and a permanent vapor film is maintained. 

 

 The case is solved in 2D, and a comparison is done between the obtained mean heat flux and 

experimental data [38, 39] through the calculation of the Nusselt Number.    is again taken as the 

characteristic dimension of the problem. It is here taken as the inverse of the critical wave number 

of the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. The interface is initialized by a perturbation whose wavelength 

     is the most unstable wavelength of the RT instabilities: 

         √    , (20) 

 

The fluids properties are as follow: 
 

 
Density, 

  (kg/m
3
) 

Viscosity, 

  (Pa.s) 

Specific heat capacity, 

   (J./(kg.K)) 

Conductivity, 

  (W/m.K) 

Specific latent heat of vaporization, 

  (J/kg) 

Liquid 200 0.1 400 40 
10000 

Vapor 5 0.005 200 1 

 

Table 3:  Physical values of every phases used for the simulation. 

 

 

 The case is solved on a             
domain, and runs on a 50,000 elements mesh whose 

mesh size is refined at the interface up to       . Two solid temperatures are considered:     and 

     above saturation temperature. 

 

 The phases distribution profiles at different time steps for an overheating of     are described 

in Figure 6. The typical mushroom shape observed by [33, 40, 41] is well reproduced here. 

 

 
(a):      

 
(b):         

 
(c):        

 
(d):         

 
(e):      

 

Figure 6: Phases distribution profiles at different time steps for the 2D film boiling benchmark for an 

overheating of    . The configuration of the simulation leads to a mushroom shaped bubble with a stable tail. 

 

 

 The computed Nusselt are plotted in Figure 7 and compared with the correlations of [38] and 

[39]. Results are close to those obtained by [41], that is a Nusselt that tends closely to the 

correlation of Klimenko. This shows the relevancy of our model for such boiling modes. 
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(a)        

 
(b):         

 

Figure 7: Comparison of the Nusselt over the time between the simulations with the correlations of [38] and [39] 

for two overheating 5K and 10K. The purely diffusive and the convector-diffusive estimations are plotted in 

blue. 

 

 

 Let us compute the two estimations of Nusselt on this case and compare them with the 

simulation by plotting it on the same Figure 7, on blue. What can be deduced is that the major part 

of heat fluxes is conduction effects: the convection contribution is here overestimated by more than 

a factor 4, meaning that the associated modeling is only relevant for sufficiently high Peclet 

number. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

First, a mechanical solver to compute velocity jumps across an interface has been presented, and 

tested on two different benchmarks. It has then been completed along with a thermal solver to 

account for the energy aspects that drive the mass transfer. The validity of both the mechanical and 

thermomecanics formulation has been verified on 2D and 3D benchmarks. What can be concluded 

is that for vaporization modes that are laminar enough, the model runs smoothly, and results are 

coherent with analytical and experimental observations. Laminar approximations can give 

meaningful insights on the hydrodynamics of film boiling. What is missing is however to account 

for temperatures inside the liquid phase, that might cool down the interface and reduce the energy 

available for vaporization. This complete heat flux jump computation is quite tricky and needs a 

dedicated work. Then, a more robust method needs to be developed to tackle more turbulent 

vaporization flows. Furthermore, wetting is still not implemented here, and only film boiling modes 

can be simulated. 
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